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Infraredwireless communicationhas already proven to be commercial success in the
Television (TV) andVideo Cassette Recorder (VCR) remote markets and is poised to
become akey technology in a number ofbusinessmarkets. Over the next few years,we
maywitness an explosive growth of Infraredbased
"walk-up"
data access and seamless
indoormobile data networking. The protocol architecture proposedby InfraredData
Association (IrDA), a non-profit organization founded in the summer of 1993, is very
rapidly emerging as an industrywide infrared standard for "walk-up", point-to-point
communication The paper examines the IrDAprotocol model andhow the current
printingmodel canbemodified towork over the IrDA proposed protocol stack.
1. Introduction
Wireless communication is the process of comrnunicating informationover a distance
through free-space instead ofusing a wire or other physicalmedium. This cancovermany
diverse technologies.Modulated radiowave frequencies are used to broadcast signals
such as for televisionor radio. It can likewisemean radiated transmissions between and
among antennas for two-way or limited-party interactive communications. Or it canmean
the use of soundwaves such as sonar, infrared signals for hand-held television remote
controls or evenmodulated laser signals for intersatellite relays in space. [1] Throughout
theworld, themovement towardswireless communication seems irreversible.Wireless
communication representspersonal communications of the 90's. Wireless solutions
provide logical presence through physical mobility.You can stay in touchwherever you
are,whenever you want.
Themajor cUstinguishing feature ofwireless telecommunications as opposed towire
communications is that the signal is radiated into free-space rather than confined to awire,
such as a coaxial cable or a fiber optic link. [1] This feature has several inherent
advantages.Anyone can receive the signal in the broadcast area irrespective ofwhether
they are at a fixed ormobile.New links canbe established at a shortnotice andminimal
cost overhead as no physical linkshave to be installed. . You can stay in touchwhenever
youwant,wherever you are. The disadvantage is that thewireless signals are spread in
free-spacewhich posses severe limits onprivacy of communications.Wired
communication thus restricts signalswhile wireless does not. It is for this very reason
wireless signals should be low inpower so that they canbe confined to small zones. This
way the use of the assigned frequency is geographically limited to a small zone and the
same frequency canbe reused in other zones. This in turn effectively boosts the capacity
and effective bandwidth ofwireless systems. Reuse of frequency is critical to the growth
and development of thewireless communication in the twenty-first century.
Startingwith a broad overview of thebreadth ofwireless communication, thepaper
presents the key reasonswhyWirelessCommunication isbecoming increasingly popular in
the businessworld. The paper thenbriefly looks at some of the emerging and promising
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technologiesboth in theWireless LocalAreaNetworks (LAN's) andWirelessWideArea
Networks (WAN's).
Themajority of the paper focuses on the protocol architecture proposedby Infrared Data
Association (IrDA). The protocol architecture of IrDA has threemandatory compliance
levels and the paper examines the design specifications of thesemandatory levels. These
levels are:
Serial Infrared (SIR) Physical Layer Protocol
InfraredLink Access Protocol (IrLAP)
Infrared LinkManagement Protocol (IrLMP)
Besides themandatory compliance levels IrDA standard provides non-mandatory solution
for
Infrared Transport Protocol (IrTP) and Tiny Transport Protocol (Tiny TP)
IrCOMM (the emulation of serial and parallel ports over the IrLAP and IrLMP)
Plug andHay (PnP)
These solutionshave also been explored and presented in the paper.
Anoverview of some existing productswith infrared featuresbased on the IrDA
functionalityhasbeenprovided. Finally a comprehensive critique on the complete IrDA
protocol architecture /modelhighlighting its strengths andweaknesses as comparedwith
theRF communication The paper concludeswith a subjective assessment of the future of
the infrared technology.
2. Why go wireless ?
Over the last decade companies such asBoeing IBM Kodak, Xerox have downsized and
re-engineered theirworkforce in order to be cost efficient, productive andbetter serve
their customers needs.One of themajor trends has been tomoveworkforce out of their
offices closer to the customers,where they can spendmore time understanding their
problems andproviding solutions.Approximately48millionAmericans alone have jobs
requiring them to be
"mobile"
much of the time. Thishas led to radical changes in the
waysmany ofuswork, andhas creatednumerous challenges formanaging amobilework
force and keeping itproductive. To realize the expected efficiency gains, amobile
workforce requires reliable, easy-to-use and low-costway to access information from any
location Formany, wireless communicationbest satisfies all of these needs.
Mobile workforce : Leavingbehind thewired phones and computers candecrease the
productivity of themobileworkers. Butwireless communicationprovides a preferred
solution to themobileworkforce to access informationwhile being away from the





Increased Customer Satisfaction: Quick response time and the ability to spendmore
timewith customers usingwireless communicationhelps increase customer
satisfaction
Reduced cost: Each year, abouthalf of all the companies relocate at least part of their
operations. It can cost asmuch as $2000 tomove an employee'sworkstationwhich
includes the cost of moving, wiring and installation Awireless terminal costs less
than$500 for a comparablemove.[2] Beside the cost tomaintain awireless network
are significantly less than thewired network.
Connectivity where previously not feasible: The bulk of the wireless systems are
being installed inplace of direct-cabled networks because the location of the
computing devices (nodes)makes runningwire from the node to the network
expensive or technically impossible. The following situations fall into this category:
Older buildingswith stone or asbestos are difficult towire
Add coverage to common areas (like conference rooms)where groupswill be
gathering andwhereLocal AreaNetwork (LAN) connectivity is important
Leased / temporary offices do not justify the exorbitant cost of installing the
wirednetwork
Overwired - cable trays and conduits are filled to capacity
Improved user productivity: Provides userswith the ability to view e-mail, call a
customer, check inventory fromwherever they are. This remote access of information
provides quick response time and increases productivity.
Extension ofwired LAN Connectivity:Wireless are also being installed alongwith
the existingwired systems due to the following reasons:
As backup for emergency or disaster recovery situations
Easy testing of the equipmentbefore iri_talling awired network
Complement towiredLAN's and applications
3. Types of wireless solutions
There are two basic type ofwireless solutions:
Wireless local area networks (LANs):
Wirelesswide area networks (WANs):
3.1. Wireless local area networks (LAN's)
WirelessLANs enable communicationbetween shorter distances e.g. one building or a
college campus. They are self sufficient and do not require additional services inorder to
operate.WirelessLANs can transmit at a distance ofhundreds to thousands of feet at
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speeds of the order of Mbytes / sec. Generally, the shorter the distance (range)between the
nodes, the higher the performance (speed).
Several different types of infrared andRF systems can be used for awirelessLAN
extensions. The choice of the system is normally based on the following criteria:
Physical location of the system
Distancebetween thewirelessnode and the closest network point
The structural composition of the building inwhich the systemwill be located e.g.
steel, concrete, metal, plastic etc.
Type of data thatwillbe exchanged between the nodes and the network
Other issues include security, networkmanagement, performance andprotection from
interference
3.1.1. Wireless LAN topologies
There are two types ofwirelessLAN topologies / configurations
Peer-to-peer topology : This topology enables the direct communication from one
device to another,without the need for going through an intermediate device.
Peer-to-
peer comrnunications is especiallywell suited for adhoc or temporary networking in
caseswhere the employeesmove frequently or thebusiness is housed inabuilding
with a short-term leases. This topology is suitable for small, collaborative teams
working in closely located offices. Installing such small networks is fairly easy and fast.
Security andnetworkmanagement issues are not resolvedwith this type LAN.
Peer-
to-peerLANs offer a limited range of communications and coverage.However, the
range canbe increased by using an accesspoint product to attach thewirelessLAN to
awiredLAN. ThewiredLAN then serves as a
"backbone"
link to other access points
andwireless peer-to-peerLANs. Ifyou require aLANwithbasic functionality inan







Figure 1. Peer-to-peer LAN topology
Base-to-remote topology: AnotherwirelessLAN topology employsbase-to-remote
communications. These networks use wirelessLAN communications to link
workstations (remote) to a central workstations (base), which is at the center of the
wirelessLAN. This topologyworkswell for commercial use and canbe stand alone
LAN orwiredLAN extension Base-to-remote LANs provides greater coverage and
range. The base unit canprovidemore security toLAN access andmore effective
management of thewirelessLAN. Ifyouneed centrally controlledwirelessLANs then






Figure 2. Base-to-remote LAN topology
3.1.2.Wireless LAN technologies
The two choices are:
Infrared: Infrared (IR) systems use a part of the electromagnetic spectrum just below
visible light as a transmissionmedium. IR technology iswell suited to veryhigh data rates
(~100Mbits/sec).
Radio Frequency: Radio Frequency (RF) is the part of the electromagnetic spectrum
where electronic signals travel as radiowaves.Within these frequencies communications
canbe achieved over awide range from the low frequencyband to the extremelyhigh
frequencyband [1] .
Inorder to implement RF links twomethods canbe used
Narrowband modulation technique (NMT)
Spread-spectrum technique (SST)
NMThave problemswithmultipath transmissionand they are very sensitive to
interference, so SST is preferred.Among SST's themost promising is code division
multiple access (CDMA). In this case, a single code is assigned to an emitter inside a cell;
if the emittermoves to another cell, anew code is given to continue transmission




The first one is the unlicensedRF solutionoffered byNCR, O'Neill andProxim. This
solutionuses SST in the unlicensed frequencyband of 902-928MHz. There are concerns
about the long term viability of the 902-928 MHz unlicensed bandbecause in addition to
unlicensed use, it is also available to four different groups of licensed users. Thismeans
that the unlicensed usersmust accept any and all interference generatedby any of the
licensed users andmust not interferewith them.
Motorola offers the other solution that operates in the 18GHz range and is licensedby
theFederal CommunicationsCommission (FCC).With these systems the users don't have
to gamblewithRF interference and canutilize thehigher speed wireless connection
Motorola offers anRFwireless LAN referred to asAltair. The advantages of theAltair
system are thatMotorola controls the licenses and canbettermanage the interference
potentials.Also the throughput of the system is about 5.7Mbps, approaching trueLAN
speeds [6].
3.2. Wireless wide area networks (WANs)
WithwirelessWAN's you can connect to computers anywhere in theworld, provided
access is allowed. Inmost cases, interconnection awirelessWAN is accomplishedwith a
wireless carrier or service provider, which charges wirelessWAN's users a fee for
providing the transport service.WirelessWAN's provide transrnission distance ofmany
miles, but at generally lower data rates.
3.2.1. Wireless WAN technologies
There are two basic types ofwireless service networks available in thewide area
environment
Voice service networks [3]: Although these networks are usedprimarily for voice,
data canbe accommodated.
Specialized mobile radio (SMR) is a two-way radio system operatedby a
commercial service,which owns andmainbains thebase station andholds the
necessary radio licenses.You can easily subscribe to anSMR system.
Cellular telephone systems use radio signals to connectmobile users to the
land-line telephone network Cellular networks canbe used for voice, data and
fax transrnissions. Subscribers to a cellular network are chargedbased on the
amount of time that they are connected to the network Therefore, cellular is
well suited for largemessages, such as faxes, rather than short ones.
Personal communication services (PCS) is a digital service thatwill enable
users tomake calls from lightweight, portablehandsets to send data by using
small wireless computers. PCSmay encompass abroad range of services, such
as advancedpaging andwireless e-mail, in additional to voice.
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Data service networks [3]: These networks include traditional radio-pagingnetworks
and networks thatuse packet-radio technology.
Radio Pagingwas originally established as non-speech, one-way, personal
selective callingwith alert,withoutmessage, or with definedmessages. Current
paging systemsmay include limited capabilities for two-way communication
and delivery of short voicemessages.
Packet radio networks support two-way exchanges of shortmessages and are
well suited for field-service solutions. Information is transmitted in groups of
data called packets. Subscribers are charged on the number ofpackets
trar_mitted.
Advanced radio data information service service (ARDIS) is a nationwide
(USA andCanada) packet-radio network thatprovides two-way, interactive,
real-time data communications. ARDIS also provides deepm-building
coverage from coast to coast, In 1993, ARDIS announced support for
automatic nationwide roaming,which supportswireless userswhenmoving
from one city to another, andARDISmail, which supportswirelessmodems
andprovides gateways to other mail systems.
RAMMobile Data is a national, two-way packet radio network using the
Mobitex architecture,which ismanagedby theMobitexOperators
Association RAMMobileData provides host connectivity, connectivity to
third-party information services, andbroad e-mail connectivity.Registration is
automatic and roaming is supported.
Cellular digitalpacket data (CDPD) is an overlay network providingpacket
data over an analog cellular voice infra-structure.Newly announcedCDPD
transmissionproducts and services from the networkproviderswillprovide a
more reliable, andpotentially less expensive, solution than fransmitting over a
circuit cellular analog network. Furthermore, subscribers are expected to be
charged for only the number of data packets transmitted.
4. Infrared wireless communication
Infrared canbe thought of as electromagnetic energymasquarading asheat [4] Ithas
physical properties identical to that of the radio and lightwaves themain difference,
however, is that infrared is anelectromagnetic wavewith an extremely short
wavelength. [11] Infrared systems use a part of the electromagnetic spectrum justbelow
visible light as a transmissionmedium.
Infrared systems are an ideal choice if




The node is "line-of
sight"
to a network connecting point. Infrared being a light
medium is limited to a straight or
"line-of-sight"
path (like the TV andVCR remote
controller).
If the data to be transmitted is not very large. The speed capabilities at present are
limited to 242KBps (kilobytes / second)whichmay notbe satisfactory if a large
amountof data and graphics need to bemoved to this node.
4.1. Location of infrared waves in the electromagnetic spectrum
The electromagnetic spectrum extends inboth directions from the visible region The
visible light spectrum ranges from the bright red color at one end to the violet at the other.
Red lighthas the longestwavelength and the lowest frequencywhile violet lighthas the
shortestwavelength and highest frequency.On one side of visible region are the shorter-
wavelength, higher frequency light rayswhich include ultraviolet (UV), x-rays and cosmic
rays. The other side of visible region are longer-wavelength, lower-frequency light rays
which first includes infrared light and then aswavelengthsbecome longer, radiowaves.
[5]
Infraredhas an extremely shortwavelength. Infraredwaves are invisible and are usually
referred to as infrared light or IR in the communicationworld. Thewavelength of IR is
between 750 nm and 3000 nmbut the IR of greatest interest for the communication is
known asNear Infrared, so calledbecause its range isbelow the visible spectrum, which
sitsbetween 380 nm and 750 nm. [4]
Frequency (Hertz)
*+ ?







Figure 3. The electromagnetic spectrum
Infrared is not licensed anywhere in theworld and therefore there is no spectrum
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assignments toworry about Unlikemany other wireless devices there is a genuine
possibility that the same Infrared device canbe used anywhere in theworld.Vendorswill
appreciate the ability to design andproduce onemodel for distribution inmultiple
countries. [7]
4.2. Brief history
The sun is the largest generator of IR, UV and other type of radiation Visible lighthas a
longhistory as ameans ofwireless communication Frommirrors reflecting sunlight
signalsbetweenmountains to the first transmissionofhumanvoice over a lightbeam in
1880 byAlexanderGrahamBell, lightbeam communicationhas gradually shiftedwith
improvements in technology from visible light to infrared.[4]
Most of the light communicationuntil recently hasbeen done using a focused beam or
line-of-sight technique. This implied that the transmittingbeamhad to point, or focus
directly on the receiver. Butwith the development of inexpensivewide area IR light
detectors and light emitting diodes (LED), diffuse light commtinicationhas become
possible.
Over thepast fewyears, vendorshave attempted to sell infrared data cornrnunications
products in a variety of configurations. PhotonicsCorporation one of the industry's
pioneers, entered themarketwith a systemwhich theyhopedwould replace office cabling
by bouncing infraredbeams off the ceiling.A company calledUnTiedTelecom developed
a point-to-point infrared link for replacing fiber optic cable in tokenRing networks.Both
of these solutions fromPhotonics Corporation andUnTied Telecom targeted fixed
location applications andmetwith limited success. [7] Currently,most of the infrared data
products focus onportable applications. Spectrix Corporationhas developed a system
composed of infrared "access
points"
interconnected via anEthernet LAN backbone that
supports seamless roaming for users equippedwith portable terminals. Photonicshas
mtroduced its Cooperative andCollaborative product families for creating spontaneous
networks ofPersonalComputer (PC) orMacintosh compatible computers.One of their
newproducts calledEtherpoint also offers seamless roaming. IBMhas licensedPhotonics
infrared technology and is introducing similar products. [7]
4.2.1. Infrared Data Association (IrDA):
In the summer of 1993, the InfraredDataAssociation (IrDA) was formed and alignedwith
the Portable Computer andCommunicationAssociation (PCCA).[6] The charter of this
non-profit organization is to develop an industry-wide infrared standard for point-to-point
communications.Within less than a year of its founding IrDA released itsworldwide
standard defining an interoperable, infrared serial data link that (initially) supported speed
of 115.2Kilobitsper second (Kb / s) at aminimum distance of onemeter.
IrDA startedwith amembership of dozens of firms such asAppleComputers,American




Corporation (DEC), Fujitsu, GeneralMagic, Hewlett-Packard (HP), International
BusinessMachines (IBM), Intel, Matsushita, Microsoft, Motorola, Siemens, Sun
Microsystems and Toshiba. Currently IrDAmembership represents over 100 industry
leaders incomputer and telecommunicationhardware, software, component sector and
product testing.Working committees heavily use e-mail and file transfer protocol (FTP)
on Internet Over 500 individuals E-mail addresses are registered on the association's
general communicationreflectorwhichprovides a broadcastofparticipant comments /
contributions and IrDA announcements to allmembers.Amongst all themembersTIP and
IBM have been themostprominent contributors.HP's proposal for the Serial Infrared
(SIR)was adopted over competing submissions from Sharp andGeneral Magic[7].Work
is currently going onbetween IBM, Sharp andHP to devise the standard for operation at
4Mbps (backward compatible to the 9600 - 115Kbps speeds). The 115.2Kb / s speed is
sufficient for hransferring small data, but higher speed (4Mb / s) is necessary for
trar_ferring larger data.
Withmajor national and internationalmobile computer systems providers to embed full
IrDA functionality inmost future productsmodels; crossplatform communication
between devices shouldbe possible. Applicationswill exchange databetween different
brands of computers and other devices like notebookPC's, printers, faxmachines,
network nodes, datamodems, telephones, automated tellers, personal digital assistants
(PDA's), electronic organizers and other portable devices.
4.3. IrDA protocol model
The LrDA'swireless "point and
beam"
data transfer is simple yet compelling. Itprovides
an interoperable, low cost, lowpower, half duplex serial data interconnection standard
that supports awalk-up, point-to-point usermodel that is adaptable to awide range of
appliances and devices.[8] IrDA isworkinghard to realize the ultimate goal
- "if itworks
over awire / cable itwillwork over the IrDA infrared data
link"
.[9]
The IrDAmodelhas threemandatory compliance levels. Besides themandatory
compliance levels IrDAprovides non-mandatory solutions / levels. Themandatory layers
correspond to the open system interconnection (OSI) referencemodel andwere derived
from an existing industry standard communicationprotocols like theHigh levelData Link
Control (HDLC). Each layer provides a different level of abstractionandperformswell
define functions. The threemandatory compliance levels are:
Serial infrared (SIR) physical layer protocol [10] (Refer to section 5.0 for details)
Infrared link accessprotocol (IrLAP) [11] (Refer to section 6.0 for details)














IrDA Link Management Multiplexer (LM-MUX)
IrDA Link Access Protocol (IrLAP)
IrDA Serial Infrared (SIR) Physical Layer
Figure 4. IrDA protocol architecture
Besides themandatory compliance levels IrDAmodel providesnon-mandatory solution
for:
Infrared transportprotocol (IrTP) [13] (Refer to section 8.0 for details)
Tiny transport protocol (Tiny TP)
IrCOMM (the emulation of serial and parallel ports over the IrLAP and IrLMP) [14]
Plug and play (PnP) [15]
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5. IrDA serial infrared (SIR) physical layer link
[10]
The physical specification is intended to facilitate the point-to-point communication
between electronic devices (e.g., computers and peripherals) using directed half duplex
serial infrared communications links through free space. It consists of an encoder /
decoder (which performs the IR transmit encoder and IR receiver decoder) and the IR
transducer (which consists of the output driver and IR emitter for transmitting and
receiving / detecting).The encoder / decoder interfaces to theUniversal Asynchronous
Receive /Transmit (UART) is expected to be already present inmost computers.
The IrDA-SIR physical layer link specification [10] takes a standard asynchronous
serial character stream from theUART (where a frame is defined as a startbit, 8 data bits,
noparity bit and a stop bit) and encodes the output such that 0 represents a pulse and 1
represents no pulse.Apulse is defined as occupying a nominal rrunimum of 1.6
microseconds to amaximum of 3 / 16th of abitperiod, the length ofwhich is inversely
proportional to the bit rate of the data (i.e., slower the data rate longer is the pulse). This
pulse stream forms the input to the driver for the Infrared (IR) emitter that converts the
electrical pulses to IR energy.
This section specifies the opticalmedia interfaces and 1.152Mb / s and 4.0Mb / s
modulation and demodulation Itprovides the specification for the active input interface
and active output interface and the overall link Optical interface specifications are
independent of technology and apply over the entire life of the link and are readily testable
for conformance.
5.1. Serial infrared (SIR) physical layer features
5.1.1. Point-to-point overview
The serial infrared link supports optical link length from zero to at least 1meter for
accurate (bit error rate of 1 in
109
or better) in free space communicationbetween two
independentnodes.
5.1.2. Environment
There are four ambient interference conditions inwhich the receiver is to operate
correctly. Each condition is to be applied separately.
Electromagnetic fields of3V/mmaximum
Sunlight of 10 kiloluxmaximum at the optical port
Incandescent lighting of 1000 luxmaximum
Huorescent lighting of 1000 luxmaximum
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5.2. Media interface description
5.2.1. Physical representation
A block diagram of the serial infrared link is shown in the Figure 4. The electrical signals
to the left of the encoder / decoder at section "A
"
are serial bit streams inFigure 4. For data





being a pulse and a
"1"
being a bit periodwith no pulse. For 4.0Mb / s a 4 PPM
encoding scheme is used,with a
"1"
being a pulse and a
"0"
being the chipwith no pulse.
The electrical signals at section
"B"
are the electrical analogs of the optical signals at
section "C". For data rates up to and including 1152Kb / s, in addition to encoding, the
signal at section
"B"
is organized into frameswith a start bit, 8 data bits and a stop bit.
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The link length is from zero to at least 1meter. The distance ismeasuredbetween the
optical reference surfaces. The link shall operate andmeet the bit error rate of 1 in
109
or
better.AnIrDA serial infrared interfacemust operate at 9.6Kb / sec.Additional allowable















24Kb/s RZI +/-0.87 1.41 /usee 78.13 usee 88.55 iusec
9.6Kb/s RZI + /-0.87 1.41 usee 19.53 iusec 22.13 iusec
192Kb/s RZI +/-0.87 1.41 usee 9.77 usee 11.07 Msec
38.4Kb/s RZI + /-0.87 1.41 Msec 4.88 Msec 5.96 usee
57.6Kb Is RZI +/-0.87 1.41 Msec 3.26 usee 4.34 Msec
1152Kb Is RZI + /-0.87 1.41 iusec 1.63 iusec 2.23 Msec
1.152Mb Is RZI +/-0.01 147.6 nsec 217.0 nsec 260.4 nsec
40Mb/s 4PPM +/-0.01 115.0 nsec 125.0 nsec 135.0 nsec
Table 1. Signaling rate and pulse duration specifications
For signaling rates
<= 115.2 Kb/s
Pulse durationnominal = 3 / 16 ofbit duration
Pulse durationmaximum = Pulse durationnominal + (greater of 2.5% ofbit duration
and 0.6)




Example of calculating the Pulse duration for 24Kb / s signaling rate




= 78.125 sec = 78.13 Msec













0.87 = 1.41 Msec
Example of calculating the Pulse duration for 115.2Kb / s signaling rate






10-6 = 1.63 Msec





= 1.63 + (greater of 0.21 or 0.6)
= 1.63 + 0.6 = 2.23 Msec








For signaling rates of 1.152 Mb/s
Pulse durationnominal = 25% ofbit duration
Pulse durationmaximum = Pulse durationnominal + 8% of thebit duration
Pulse durationminimum = Pulse durationnominal - 5% of the bit duration
Example of calculating the Pulse duration for 1.15Mb/ s signaling rate
Pulse durationnominal =1/4*1/ 1.152*106 s 217 nsec
Pulse durationmaximum = 217 + (5 / 100 + 1 / 1.152*106)
= 217 + 43.4 = 260.4 nsec
Pulsedurationminimum = 217 - (8 / 100
*
1 / 1.152*106)
= 217 -69.44 = 147 nsec
For signaling rates of 4.0 Mb/s
Pulse durationnominal = 50% ofbit duration
Pulse durationmaximum = Pulse duration iraminal + 8% of thebit duration
Pulse duration rruriirnum = Pulse durationnominal - 8% of the bit duration
Example of calculating the Pulse duration for 4.0Mb / s signaling rate





Pulse durationmaximum = 125 + (8 / 100
*
1 / 4*106)
= 125 + 10 = 135 nsec
Pulse durationminimum = 125 + (8 / 100
*
1 / 4*106)
125 -10 = 115 nsec
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5.3.2. Active output interface
Thepurpose of the active output interface (AOI) is to emit an infrared signal. The
specifiedAOI parameters are:
5.3.2.1. Peak wavelength
Wavelength atwhich the optical output source intensity is amaximum. Themaximum and
minimumvalues are 0.90 and 0.85 respectively. These valueshold good for all data rates.
5.3.2.2. Maximum andminimum intensity in angular range
Maximum intensity inangular range is the power perunit solid angle and is the iraxirnum
allowable source intensitywithin the defined angular range. Similarly rninimum intensity in
angular range is the power per unit solid angle and is theminimurn allowable source
intensitywithin the defined angular range. Both aremeasured inmilliwattper steradian
5.3.2.3. HalfAngle
The half angle ismeasured in degrees is the half angle of the conewhose apex is at the
center of the optical port andwhole axis is normal to the surface of the port. Thehalf
angle value is determinedby the ntirumum angle from the normal to the surfacewhere the
minimum intensity in angular range is encountered.





Figure 6. Optical port geometry
For convenience, the center of the optical port is taken as the reference pointwhere the
optical axis exits the port. Themaximum and theminimumvalues of theHalf-Angle is + /




The signaling rate also known as the bit rate is the rate atwhich information is sent or
received. It is usuallymeasured inkilobits per second or megabits per second. Refer to
Table 1 for signaling rate specifications.
5.3.2.5. Rise time Tr and Fall time Tf
Rise time (Tr) is the time intervals for the pulse to rise from 10% to 90% of the 100%
value and the Fall time (Tf) is the time interval for the pulse to fall from 90% to 10% of
the 100% value. Themaximum Tr and Tf value for data rates of 115.2Kb / s and below is
600 and themaximum Tr and Tf values for data rates above 115.2Kb / s is 40.
5.3.2.6. Pulse duration
This is the durationof the optical pulse,measuredbetween 50% amplitude points (relative
to the 100% value, not the overshoot value), dividedby the duration of thebit or symbol
period (depending on themodulation scheme), expressed as apercentage. Thisparameter
isused as a duty factor conversionbetween average and peak powermeasurements. Refer
toTable 1. for the pulse durationvaluesmaximurn, norrdnal andntinimum for different
data rates.
5.3.2.7. Optical over shoot
Optical over shoot (OOS) percentage of full (100%), is the peak optical signal level above
the steady statemaximum, less the steady statemaximum, expressed as a percentage of
the steady statemaximum. Themaximum percentage for all data rates shouldbe 25%.
5.3.2.8. Edge jitter
For ratesup and including 115.2Kb / s, this is themaximum deviationwithin a frame of an
actual leading edge from the expected value. The expected value is an integer number of
bit duration's (reciprocal of the signaling rate) after the reference or start pulse leading
edge. The jitter is expressed as a percentage of thebit duration
For 1.152Mb /s.TBD.
For 4,0Mb / s, both the leading and trailing edges are considered From an eye diagram the
edge jitter is the spread of the 50% leading and trailing times. The jitter is expressed as a
percentage of the symbol duration
5.3.3. Active input interface
The active input interface (AH) detects the optical signal that strikes it and conditions the
receiver circuitry and then outputs it to the IR receive decoder. The specifications for the
active input interface are:
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5.3.3.1. Maximum irradiance in angular range
Maximum irradiance in angular range is the powerperunit area (measured inmilliwatts
per square centimeter). The optical power delivered to the detector by a source operating
at themaximum Intensity inAngularRange atminimum link lengthmust not cause
receiver overdrive distortion andpossible related link errors. Ifplaced at theActive
Output Interface reference plane of the transmitter, the receivermustmeet itsbit error
ratio (BER) specification Themaximum Irradiance inAngular Range for all data rates is
SOOmW/an*.
5.3.3.2. Minimum irradiance in angular range
Minimum irradiance in angular range is the power per unit area (measured inmilliwatt or
microwattper square centimeter). The receivermust meet theBER specificationwhile
operating at theMinimum Intensity inAngular Range into theminimum
Half-Angle at the
maximum link lengthMinimum Irradiance inAngularRange for data rates of 1152Kb / s
and below is 4.0 m
W/cm2
and for data rates of 115.2Kb / s are 10.0 mW/cm2.
5.3.3.3. Half angle
Thehalf angle ismeasured in degrees and is the half angle of the conewhose apex is at the
center of the optical port andwhose axis is normal to the surface of the port. The receiver
must operate at theminimum Irradiance inAngularRange from 0 angular degrees (normal
to the optical port) to at least theminimum angular range value. There is no half angle
maximum value for the active input interface. The linkmust operate at angles from 0 to at
least 15 degrees.
5.33.4. Receiver latency allowance
Receiver latency allowance ismeasured inmilliseconds ormicroseconds and is the
maximum time after a node ceases Ixari^mittingbefore the node's receiver recovers its
specified sensitivity. Themaximum receiver latency allowance for all data rates is 10msec.
5.4. 1.152Mb/s modulation and demodulation
This section of the IrDA SIRphysical layer link describes themodulation and
demodulation at 1.152Mb / s data rates. The reason this data rate has beenchosen to
explain the concept is because the encoding scheme usedby 1.152Mb / s is similar to 115.2
Kb / s. Bothuse similar packet format, data encoding, cyclic redundancy check (CRC), and
frame formatwhich are based on the optical interface specification
5.4.1. Serial infrared interaction pulses
To guarantee compatibilitywith slower data rates (1152Kb / s andbelow) systems, once a
connectionof speedhigher that 115.2Kb / s is established the systemmust emit a Serial
Infrared InteractionPulse (SIP) at least once every 500msec as long as the connection
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lasts to quiet the slower systems thatmight interferewith the link. The pulse canbe










Figure 7. Serial interaction pulse (SIP)
5.4.2. Encoding scheme
The 1.152Mb / s encoding scheme is similar to that of the lower rates except that it uses
one quarter pulse duration of a bit cell instead of 3 / 16, and usesHDLCbit stuffing after
five consecutive ones instead ofbyte insertion The following illustrates the order of
encoding.
Step 1 & 2 : The raw transmitted data is scanned from the least significant to themost
significantbit of each byte sent and a 16 bit Cyclic RedundancyCheck (CRC)-Comite
Consultatif International deTelegraphique etTeTephonique (CUT) is computed for
whole frame except flags and appended at the end ofdata Both the address and control

























Figure 8. Encoding scheme for 1.152 Mb/s data rate
Step 3: A zero is inserted after five consecutive ones are transmitted inorder to
distinguish the flag from data. Zero insertion is done on every field except the flags.
Step 4: Beginning and ending flags are appended at the beginning and end The flag used
isTE'hex.
Step 5: An additional beginning flag is added at the beginning. The flag used is
'7E'
hex.
Refer to Figure 8. for encoding steps 1-5.










Figure 9. Encoded data transmission by the transmitter
5.4.3. Frame format
The 1.152Mb / s frame format follows the standardHDLC format except that it requires
twobeginning flags, an address flag, a control flag an information flag, a frame check








T T D c
A A R DATA R
R R E C
T T S
S
START - Start flag,
'7E'
hex
ADDREss - 8 bit address field
DATA - 8 bit control field + upto 2K-3 bytes
CRC - CCIT 16 bit Cyclic Redundancy Check
STOP - Ending flag,
'7E'
hex
Figure 10. Frame format
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6. IrDA infrared link access protocol (IrLAP)
[11]
The infrared link access protocol (IrLAP) of the IrDA standard describes the functions,
features, protocol and services for interconnectionbetween computers at the data link
layer (equivalent to the layer # 2 in the OSImodel). The data link layer protocol is
generally referred to as IrLAP [11] and is derived from an existing asynchronous data
communications standard (an adaptation ofHDLC). IrLAP constitutes one layer in a
hierarchical stack of communicationprotocol layers, it uses services providedby the
physical layer andprovides services to the layer above it.
Themain services provided by the IrLAP are:
Set dynamic 32bitphysical addresses
Encapsulate all communications in frameswith 16 bit frame check sequence (FCS)
thusmaintaining data transparency
Discover deviceswithin IR space
Negotiate parameters for connections
Setup connections




Close connection (link shutdown)
Managemedia access and turnaround rules
6.1. Data link layer service specifications
This section explains the services providedby the data link layer to the upper layer. The
services are specified in terms of service primitives. IrLAP employs four generic types of
service primitives (see Figure 10 for graphical representation) which are:
Requestwhich ispassed from the layer above it (IrLMP) to invoke a service
Indication which is from IrLAP to the layer above it (IrLMP) to indicate an event or
to notify an action initiatedby IrLAP
Response which ispassed from the from the layer above it (IrLMP) to acknowledge
someprocedure invokedby an indicationprimitive
Confirm which ispassed from IrLAP to the layer above it (IrLMP) to convey the
results of the previous service request






















Figure 11. IrLAP primitives used to communicate with the IrLMP and manage the
communications processes between devices
6.1.1. Connectionless services
6.1.1.1. Discovery services
The discovery services include three primitives request, indication and confirm. The
request primitive is used to findoutwhat, is any devices arewithin communication range
and are available for connections. A list of the available devices is returnedwith the
matching confirm primitive. A device that is discoveredby another device's request
primitive issues anunsolicited indication primitive with information about the device that
issued the request primitive.
6.1.1.2. Address conflict services
The address conflict services are used to resolve device address conflicts. It includes two
primitives - request and confirm.
After a discovery operation if the discovery log contains entries formore than one device
with the same device address, than the request address conflict service primitivemaybe
used to select new device addresseswhich are no longer conflicting. The confirm address
conflict service primitive are the same as explained in confirm discovery service expect
only those deviceswith the conflicting addresseswill respond
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6.1.13. Unit data services
The unit data sendee primitives provide away to transmit data outside of a connectionbut
this transmission service is not reliable. All data is sent
"broadcast"
and cannotbe directed
to a specific device address. The two unit data service primitives are request and
indication. The request unit data primitive is passed to IrLAP for the data to be
transmitted The indication unit data primitive is passed from IrLAP to indicate that
"broadcast"
data has been received
6.12. Connection oriented services
6.1.2.1. Connect services
The connect service has four primitives - request, indication, response and confirm. The
request connect service primitive is used to request that an IrLAP connectionbe
established to a stationwith target device address and quality of service. If the Sniff flag is
set true then the connection isbeing attempted to a device that is using a special
low-
powermode called "sniffing". Both the target device address and the need for sniffing are
determined from the log returnedby the discovery services. The indication connect
service prirnitive to the layer above (LUMP) of the target device provides the device
address of the station requesting that connection and a connectionhandle and quality of
service parameters, both ofwhichbecome valid if the station chooses to accept the
connectionby issuing the affirmative response control service primitive. The confirm
connect service is returned on successful establishment of the connection
6.1.2.2. Sniffing services
The only sniff service primitive is requestwhich is used to initiate the special low power
connect procedure. This request canbe canceledby issuing a request primitive with the
cancel flag set.
6.1.2.3. Data services
The data serviceshas two primitives - request and indication. The request data service
primitive isused to request IrLAP to transmit the supplied user data andhas a "Expedited-
Unreliable-Hag"
which differentiates between reliable, sequenced data or unreliable,
expedited, unsequenced data.No confirmationprimitives are returned to the sender;
because IrLAPwill deliver error-free data. The indication data sendee primitive isused to
pass received user data to the upper layer.
6.1.2.4. Status services
The status servicehas three primitives - request, indication and confirm. The indication
status service primitive is usedby IrLAP to inform the IrLMP (the upper layer) that the
quality of link isunder suspect.One
of the two possible conditions could exist
high level of noise or




If the link quality does not improve than an IrLAP indication disconnect service is likely.
IrLAP uses the request and indication status service primitive to provide the IrLMP
information aboutunacknowledged
"send"
data. If there is any unacknowledged data that
hasn'tyet been successfully transmitted, then the Unacked-Data-Flag in the confirm status
service primitive is set to true and false otherwise. This however doesn't affect the
transmission of the data.
6.1.2.5. Reset services
The reset servicehas four primitives - request, indication, response and confirm. The
reset causes all unacknowledged data units to be discarded All counters and timers are
reset. A reset only occurs ifboth ends of the connection agree to it. If the response
primitive indicates the reset is not accepted then the resethas no effecton the condition
6.1.2.6 Disconnection service
The disconnect service has two primitives - request and indication. This service
terminates the logical connectionand all outstanding dataunits are discarded.No confirm
disconnect service primitive is needed since the disconnect is always successful
6.2 Environmental and operational characteristics
6.2.1. Configurations and operating characteristics
The IrDA infrared physical layer characteristics affect the rules to access the IrLAP. These
characteristics are:








the stations willbe able to detect the presence of other stations (by detecting the data
fransmission) even if the stations are transmitting at differentbaud rates
6.2.2. Data link states
A data link channel canbe in one of two basic states:
Connection state : In the connection state the data link channel has two ormore
nodes thathave established a connectionand are exchanging control / information
frames.
Contention state: The data link channel is in the contention statewhenever it's not in





when the connection is disconnected
no connectionwas established
6.2.3. Unbalanced data link
The IrLAP treats the IrDA SIRmedium as an unbalanced data link due to its half duplex
nature, lack of collision detection slow speed and various other characteristics.
The unbalanced data link involves two ormore participating stations.One stationhas to
be the primary station and there canbe one or more secondary stations.
The primary station assumes the responsibility of organizing data flow and unrecoverable
data link error conditions. The frames that this station transmits are known as command
frames. All traruanissions over an unbalanced data link go to and from the primary station
and there is always one and only oneprimary station in the data link. It ispreferred that all
stations can assume the role of the primary stationbut those stationswhich do not can
only communicatewith stationswhichhave primary capability.
The other stations on the data link are known as secondary stations and the frames they
transmit are know as response frames.
6.3. IrLAP frame structure
The data and control transmissions on an IrLAP data link are organized in a specific
format called a frame. This format carries control information and databetween the
trari_mitting station and a receiving station The IrLAP frame structure allows a receiving
station to:
determinewhere the frame starts and ends
ensurewhether the received frame is intended for the receiving stationor not
take appropriate actionswith the received information
detect the occurrence of transmission errors in received frames
acknowledge its receipt of frames to the trar_mitting station
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BOF - Beginning of flag; 8 bits
ADDRESS - 8 bit address field
CONTROL - 8 bit control field
INFORMATION - Optional data field
FCS - Frame check sequence; 2*8 bits
EOF - Ending flag; 8 bits
Figure 12. IrLAP frame format
6.4. Frame type and frame function
There are three general frame formats, which are determined from the content of the




6.4.1. Unnumbered format (U)
Unnurnbered frames are used for




discovering, activating and initializing secondary stations,
controlling the responsemode of the secondary stations
reportingprocedural errorswhich cannotbe recoveredby retransmission
6.4.2. Supervisory format (S)
Supervisory frames are used for:
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assisting transfer of information although they do not carry information themselves
acknowledging received frames
conveying ready orbusy conditions
reporting frame sequence errors and requesting retransmission
polling the secondary stationsby theprimary station (with orwithout the information
data to transmit)
6.4.3. Information transfer format (I)
The I field is unrestricted in content but is amultiple of eight bits. Information frames are
used for:
transfer of data / information that ismoved from the data link layer to the layers above
thelrLAP
6.5 IrLAP operating procedures
This section explains the procedures that define the behavior of the IrLAP layer during the
various phases of its operation The operationphases are:
Link startup/shutdown: These procedures govern the behavior of the IrLAPwhen
its operation is enabled and disabled
Address discovery : It determines the device addresses and other key attributes of all
stationswhichhave active IrLAP layers and that arewithin commurticating range.
Address conflict resolution : This procedure is usedwhen two ormore stations that
respond to the address discoveryprocedure are determined to have selected the same
device address. In such a case the stations are informed of the conflict and guided in
the selection of new addresses that do not conflict.
Connection establishment: This procedure is used to establish an IrLAP connection
to a stationwhose device addresshas been determined using the address discovery
procedure.
Sniff-open : It comes inplaywhen the devicewants to broadcast it's readiness to
connectwith another device in it's range in a power conserving fashion
Information exchange: The purpose of this procedure is to governhow the IrLAP
layer should exchange information frames using the IrLAP connection
Connection reset: It is used to rest a previously established IrLAP connection













Figure 13. IrLAP operating procedures
A link operates essentially as follows. A device thatwants to connect to another device
(either by automatic detectionvia the discovery and sniffing capability ofLLAP or via
direct user request). After obeying themedia access rules theprimaty devicewill send
connection request information at 9600bps to the other device. This datawill include
information such as address and other information like the data transfer rate etc. The
responding (secondaiy) device after obeying themedia access rules return information
that contain its address and capabilities. The primary and the secondary deviceswill then
change the data rate and other link parameters to the common set definedby the
capabilities described in the information transfer. The primary devicewill then send data
to the secondaiy device confirming the link data rate and other capabilities. The two
devices are now connected and the data canbe transferredbetween themunder the
control of the primary device. Once the transfer is complete the link is disconnected. Reset
is used to reset a previously established link.
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7. IrDA link management protocol (IrLMP)
[12]
The IrDA linkmanagement protocol (IrLMP) [12] is part of a standard for IrDA devices
that supportwalk-up, ad hoc connectionbetween IrDA devices. IrLMP is one of the three
mandatory component of IrDA compliant devices and constitutes amajor layer of the
IrDA protocol stack. It uses services providedby the data-link layer (IrLAP) and provides
services to the client above (i.e., transport entities and / or applications). It is thus the sole
client of IrLAP. Software on one device can discover the services available on other
devices. The protocol provides support formultiple software applications / entities to
operate independently and concurrently, sharing the single link providedby the IrDA link
Access Protocol (IrLAP) between the primary device and each secondary device.
This involves the following elements:
Discovery : It entails each IrDA devicemaintaining an informationbase of services
that the device currently has available. These services are modeled as objectswith
attributes that describe the object This informationmaybe queried from another
device.
Multiplexing: This enables independent entities to exchange data over a single hLAP
link.
Link Control : It involvesmanaging the use of themultiplexed link, including
provisions for clients thatwant exclusive control of the IrLAP link connection
LM-IAS Services
Apphcations.









IrDA Link Management Multiplexer (LM-MUX)
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The linkmanagement information access service (LM-IAS)
The linkmanagementmultiplexer (LM-MUX)
7.1.1. The link management information access service (LM-IAS)
The LM-IAS is an entity thatmamtains an informationbase so that other IrDA device can
discoverwhat services ithas to offer aswell as finding out about the device itself. This
information isheld in a number of objects in the informationbase. LM-IAS is a direct
client ofLM-MUX and operates in a client-servermanner. Application components that
wish tomake accessible to peer components inother device describe themselves by
creating an objectwhose attributes carry the essential parameters required to establish a
connectionbetween two peers.
The LM-IASmodel only defines the outside view of the informationheldby anLM-IAS
entity and defines the format of transmitted data and the operations used to access the
information It does not specify the internal implementation details norhow information is
registered within the entity as long as the outside view is the same.
7.1.2. Link management multiplexer
The IJvl-MUX provides services to both the local LM-IAS entity and to transport entities
or applications thatbind to the LM-MUX. The LM-MUX providesmultiple data link
connections over IrLAP.
Besides these twomajor components the linkmanagement layer has service interfaces
which are provided at two pointsbetween the LM-IAS entity and applicationandby the
multiplexer between themultiplexer and its clients. These interfaces are:
LM-IAS interface whichprovides amechanism for exchanging informationabout
participating devices and the services they offer.
LM-MUX service interface provides services to bothLinkManagement itself and to
its service users atLink Service Access Points (LSAFs) Itprovides amechanism to
enablemultiple data connections over IrLAP, aswell as sharing control of the single
IrLAP connectionbetween a pairs of stations.
7.2 . Link model
TheLM-MUX canhave one ormore than one LSAP connections active at any one time.




Multiplexing allowsmore than oneprotocol entity to use the single IrLAP link connection
between any two IrDA devices independently and concurrentlywith other protocol
entities. But the IrLAP supports a single IrLAP-connectionbetween any givenpair of
devices. The LM-MUX providesmultiple independentLSAP-connections per IrLAP
connection However, it does not provide per LSAP-connection flow control. In
multiplexedmode anLM-MUX entity requires that its clients accept any incoming frame.
But if the LM-MUX client is not able to accept the data presented, the LM-MUXwill
discard the data. To ensure reliable data delivery the LM-MUX clientmust guarantee one
of the following conditions:
that this condition does not ariseby implementing an appropriate flow control
mechanism on top of the link protocol
implement an appropriate scheme to retransmit any lost data frames
7.2.2. Exclusive mode
A single service thatneeds only one application-to-application connectionmaywish to
depend on IrLAP flow-control rather than incur the overhead of a flow-controlled
transportprotocol. Such services are allowed to request exclusive use of the frLAP
connection In thismode, since there is only a single LSAP-connectionbeing serviced,
flow-control on the LSAP-connectionmay depend upon IrLAP flow-control. Hence, in
exclusivemode reliably delivered I frames are bufferedwithin the receivingLM-MUX
until the intendedLM-MUX client is capable of receiving them.However, sinceUI frames
are not subject to flow-control they are handled in the sameway as they are inmultiplexed
mode i.e. they are notheld indefinitelywithin the receivingLM-MUX andmustbe
acceptedwhen delivered to anLM-MUX client.
73. Link management multiplexer
This section outlines the operation of the IJvl-MUX This section describes the external
interfaces, service access points, connections, endpoints, internal organization service
specification and operatingprocedures.
7.3.1. External interfaces
The upper layer of the LM-MUX serviceboundaryhas three different types of service
access points. There also exists the IrLAP service access pointused at the lower LM-


















Figure 15. LM-MUX external interfaces
The three service access points are:
The LSAP_Connectionendpointswhich include service primitives like LM_Connect,
LM_Disconnect, LM_Data and LM_UData.
!JvI_ConnectionlessData primitives are invoked at the ConnectionlessLSAP.
LMConnectionlessData indicationprimitives are delivered to allLM_MUX clients
thatbind to theConnectionless LSAP.
The XID_Discovery service access point invokes the LM_Discover and LM_Sniff
primitives.
Besides theLM-MUX service primitives all the IrLAP service primitives are invoked at on
frIJ^<onnection endpoint. There is one IrLAP service access point (LSAP) per station
7.3.2. Service access points, connections and endpoints
Themainpurpose of the LM-MUX is to provide connection-oriented data transfer
services betweenmultipleLM-MUX clients like the transport entities or directlybound
attached applications. Peer LM-MUX clients are connectedby anLSAP-connection and
















Figure 16. LSAP-connections, IrLAP connections and stations
The above Figure 16. shows the relationshipsbetween stations.Within a stationLSAFs
are distinguished by the value ofLSAP-SEL however LSAP-SEL values for each end of
anLSAP-connection are carried in LM-PDU's. There is no requirement that the LSAFs
at each end of a connection are assigned the same LSAP-SEL value. This leads to the
following conclusions:
There canbe nomore thanone LSAP-connectionbetween the same pairs ofTSAP's.
This implies that anLSAPmay terminatemore than one LSAP-connection from the
samepeer stationprovided that the other end of the LSAP-connections terminate at
distinctLSAFs. For example inFigure 16 the two LSAP-connections from StationA
terminate atStation Bwith the LSAP-SEL =Y but inStationB the LSAP are different
(LSAP-SEL = P and Q).
Within a station it is possible for Intra-StationLSAP-connections to bemade that do
not use an IrLAP connection For example inFigure 16 inStationC the LSAP-
connectionwith LSAP-SEL = J does not use an IrLAP connection
LSAP-addresses are composed of the LSAP-SEL valuesbut these values are
referencedwithin the scope of the station only. This implies that the X, P and Imay all
represent the same LSAP-SEL value.
Only one IrLAP service access point (LSAP) exists per station
Multiple LSAP<onnectionsmay use of the sameLrLAP-connection
7.3.3. IrLMP service specification






7.3.3.1. Link management discovery service primitives
The linkmanagement discovery process uses themechanismsprovided by the IrDA link
access protocol so that the application can find outwhat other IrDA devices are reachable.
The IrDA linkmanagementprotocol providesbasic information for each device it
manages to contact. The discoveryprocesshas a basic inherentproblem that a device may
notbe able to reply to the request for its address and device addressesmay need to change
because of address conflicts.
LM_DiscoverDevices: TheUVI_DiscoverDevices service causes a single IrLAP
discovery operation if it is possible i.e. if the link is in contention state. If the link is
currently is use, the results of the last discovery operation this devicewas involved in
are returned Thismayonly include the device at the other end of the link if this device
didnot instigate the last discovery process. If a conflict in addresses is encountered
then IrLMP attempts to resolve each set of conflicting addresses once. After that it
will remove all entrieswith conflicting addresses. It is a required service primitive.
LM_Sniff: The LM_Sniff service is away to invoke the sniffing service providedby
IrLAP. It is invoked at theStation entity and as long as this request is operational no
other services are available. The request is operational until another device connects at
the IrLAP level or if the request is canceled The request canbe implicitly canceled. It
is anoptional service primitive.
7.33-2. Linkmanagement link control service primitives
LM_Connect: After theLSAP for a transport entity on a remote device has been
identified, the LSAP for the local transport entity and the remote entitymustbe
connected for data to be sent. LSAFs are bound inpairs andmaybe atmost one
LSAP-connection between any givenpair ofLSAFs. A LSAP service usermay
request aQuality ofService (QoS) for the IrLAP link. TheQoS includes the baud rate,
max. turn around time, data size and disconnect threshold. If there are no otherLSAP
connections or the IrLAP link doesnot yet exist, an attempt to provide the requested
QoSwill bemade. If the connection succeeds, the actualQoSparameterswill be
returned If the actualQoS is not sufficient, it is up to the LSAP service user to
disconnect. This service primitive is required
LM_Disconnect : This service primitive is required and requests that anLSAP
connectionbe brokenA LSAP service user cannot refuse to do this.
LM_Status : This service primitiveprovides informationwhen to gracefully
disconnect Itprovides request / confirm pair provides informationonwhether there is




LM_Idle : The LMJdle service primitive is invoked at a LSAP connection endpoint.
It is used tomark the LSAP connection as idle / active. Once the connection is
established theLMJdle primitive ismarked to be active. If the service user wants to
keep the connectionopen for a long timewithout actively using the link, it can choose
to inform linkmanagementwhich allows anotherLSAP service user to bring the
station into exclusivemode. Until this service user brings the stationback to the
multiplexedmode no other service user canbecome active.When in idlemode, no
traffic canbe sent from thisLSAP endpoint This is an optional service primitive.
LM_AccessMode: This is an optional service primitive and can change the station
from exclusive tomultiplexmode and vice-versa.
7.3.3.3. Link management data transfer primitives
LM_Data: When an I frame is sent to the remote LSAP the sender of the data is not
toldwhen it arrives. If the underlying IrLAP link layer connectionbreaks, datamaybe
lost The senderhas no information about the lost data however both LSAP clients
will become aware of the potential loss as theywill each receive LM_Disconnect
indication This service primitive is required
LM_UData: Same as above but in this case UI frames are being sent to the remote
LSAP. The only difference between this andLM_Data is thatUI frames are sent and
deliveredbefore any outstanding I frames for the same destinationLSAP. This service
primitive is required
7.3.4. Frame formats
Linkmanagement controls the content of the Devicelnfo field in the IrLAP discovery
process. The Devicelnfo field contains:
Service hint mask: Service hints are useful when deviceswith different services exist
in the same IR space e.g., a laptop, a printer and amodem. The first two octets
(DLSAP-SEL and SLSAP-SEL) of theDevicelnfo field contain the IrLMP hintmask.
All undefined hints are set to zero. The eighthbit of every hint byte (bit 7, 15, 23, )
is an extensionbitand indicateswhether or not anadditional hintbyte is included in
theDevicelnfo field. Table 2 summarizes the current IrLMPhintmask.
Device nickname: The device nickname is usefulwhenmany devices of the same type
and similar services exist in the same IR space e.g., several PDA's. The device
nickname is found in theDevicelnfo fieldmaybe a truncated versionof the name
returned as the value of the
"Device"
object'sDeviceName attribute. Themaximum























Table 2. IrLMP service hints
LM-PDU Formats: All theLM-PDU frames are sent as IrLAP data frames. link
Management uses a two-octetheaderwithin the IrLAP data frames encoded as
follows:
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
c DLSAP-SEL r SLSAP-SEL
where
"c"
is the control bit If the control bit is set to 1 it indicates that the frame is a
command frame otherwise if it is set to 0 then the frames is a data frame. The rbit is
reserved for future extensions and currently shouldbe set to 0.
The data transfer frames are encoded as follows:
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 10
0 DLSAP-SEL 0 SLSAP-SEL Data
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The link control frames are encoded as follows:
7 6-0 7 6-0 7 6-0
1 DLSAP-SEL 0 SLSAP-SEL A opcode parameters
When theAbit is set to 0 indicates a command request at the source side and
shouldbe interpreted as a command indication at the destination side.When theA
bit is set as 1 it is command response at the source side and a command
confirmation at the destination side. All frames are sent as reliable data.
7.3.5. Detailed description
This section explains the operating procedures of the IrLMPwhich include station control.
IrLAP link connection control and LSAP-connection control.
7.3.5.1. Station control
7.3.5.1.1. Purpose of the station control
The station control finite statemachine (FSM) is responsible for the coordination of the
Link Control andLSAP-ConnectionFSM's. The stationcontrol FSM also directly
controls the discovery process, address resolution sniffing and accessmode.With the
exceptionof theLLAP data indication all incoming IrLAP events are initiallyhandledby
the station control FSM Only one instance of this FSM exists.
7.3.5.1.2. Overview of the station control
Themajor phases of activitywith the station control FSM are:
Discovery and address resolutionwhich are handledby the statesDISCOVER and
RESOLVE ADDR.
LM-MUX transitionsbetweenmultiplexed and exclusivemode, handledby the states
EXCLUSIVE PEND, EXCLUSIVE and READY PEND.
Primary /Secondary role exchanger, handledby the stateROLEEXCHANGE.
Sniffing, handledby the state SNIFF.
The READY state is heart of all this activity. Discovery occurswhen an
LM_DiscoverDevices requestprimitive is receivedwhen there are no established or
establishing IrLAP connections. IrLAP returns conflictingDevicelnfo record i.e. there are
multiple entries for the same device address. Thenaddress resolution is performed to
ensure that theDevicelnfo records that are returned relate distinct device addresses.
However if the IrLAP connection already existswhen the LM_DiscoverDevices is
returned then the cached results of the previous operation are returned possibly
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augmentedwith furtherDevicelnfo records reported to station control by IrLAP via
IrLAP_Discover indicationprimitives.
The READY state guards the start of a transition frommultiplexed to exclusivemode by
ensuring that the local conditions aremet before allowing the transition to commence. If
the transition is beingmade in response to a remote request and local conditionspermit
the transition ismade to the EXCLUSIVE state. If the transition is the result of a local
LM_AccessMode request and the local conditions allow anAccessMode request, then
LM-PDU is sent to the remote station control FSM and the transition ismade to the
EXCLUSIVE PEND state where a result from the remote peer is awaited. If the
transition to exclusivemode is acceptable to the remote peer a further transition to the
EXCLUSIVE state occurs. Otherwise a reverse transition to the READY state ismade
and any local locks previously established are released
A similar set of transitions take placewhenmoving from the exclusivemode back to the
multiplexedmode. In this case themode change from exclusive tomultiplexedmaynotbe
refusedby the remote peer, so there is no possible transition from READY PEND back to
EXCLUSIVE.
Primary to secondary role exchange is requestedby a point-to-multipoint capable LM-
MUX if it needs to establishmore than one PrLAP connection In this case the requesting
station control invokes the IrLAP_Primary service and transitions to the stateROLE
EXCHANGE. The remote station controlwill permit the role exchange in all stateswhere
there is just a single IrLAP connection If the exchange is successful the station control
FSM transitions back to theREADY state progressing the LM-Connect request that
indirectly initiated the IrLAP connection attempt.Otherwise the station control FSM

































Figure 17. Station control state transition diagram
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7.3.5.2. IrLAP connection control
7.3.5.2.1. Purpose of the IrLAP connection control
An instance of an IrLAP connection control FSM (ICC FSM)assists in the establishment
of an IrLAP<onnection and the association ofLSAP connectionswith thatMAP link.
When allLSAP-connections associatedwith the IrLAP connection cease, the ICC FSM
ensures that the IrLAP connection is disconnected.
7.3.5.2.2. Overview of the IrLAP connection control
An instance of the ICCFSM is associatedwith each IrLAP connection Itmaintains and
associationbetween the LSAP_connections using a given IrLAP connectionand the
IrLAP connection itself. The ICC FSM is initialized to the STANDBY state.
In the STANDBY state the ICC FSM iswaiting for either:
a local request to establish an IrLAP connectionwhich will occur as a result of an
LM_Connect requesthaving been invoked at a local LSAP-connection endpoint, or
an incoming IrLAP connection as a result of a similar action at a remote peer. Such a
signal via an frlJU^Connect indicationprimitive is accepted unconditionally and the
ICC FSM transitions to the ACTIVE state.
In the U_CONNECT state the ICC FSM awaits the outcome of an attempt to form an
IrLAP connection In this state, requests to open an IrLAP connection to the same
destination result in the requestingLSAP-connection endpointbeing added to the set of
associatedLSAP connection endpoints.
If the IrLAP connection is refused anLS_Disconnect indication is sent to the ICC FSM
to each associatedLSAP-connectionendpoint this rejects the corresponding
IJvI_Connect request The ICC clears the set of associatedLSAP connection end-points














Figure 18. IrLAP connection control state transition diagram
Otherwise if the IrLAP connection is permitted anLS_Connect confirm primitive is
invoked at the ICC FSM of eachLSAP-connection endpoint associatedwith the IrLAP
connection This indicates the availability of an open IrLAP connection The ICC FSM
transitions to the active state.
In the ACTIVE state the ICC FSM performs the following functions:
continues to associatesnew LSAP-connection endpointswith the IrLAP connection
removes LSAP-connections thathave ceased to use the IrLAP connection
if no LSAP connections associatedwith a given IrLAP connection exist then the ICC
FSMmay disconnect the underlying IrLAP connectionand return to the STANDBY
state
7.3.5.3. LSAP-Connection control
7.3.5.3.1. Purpose of the LSAP-connection control
An instanceLSAP-connection control (LCC) FSMmaintains the state of an LSAP-
connection that terminateswithin the station there is one instance of this FSM for each
LSAP-connection endpointwithin the station
Inaddition to this the FSMprovides the LM_Idle service and participates in the
establishment and enforcement of the LM-MUX exclusivemode.
7.3.5.3.2. Overview of the LSAP-connection control
The LCC FSM is initialized in the DISCONNECT state and each LSAP<onnection




The connection is openedwith the receipt of anLM_Connect request primitive from the
LSAP-connectionendpoint. This triggers the invocation of anLS_Connect request to
associate the resulting LSAP-connectionwith its supporting IrLAP connection This
results in a transition to SETUP-PENDING.
LS_Connect request is serviced by station controlwhichwill attempt to establish an
IrLAP connection If a suitable IrLAP connection exists station control signals the
availability of a suitable IrLAP connectionby the invocationof anLS_Connect confirm
event at the FSM. This causes LCC FSM to transition to the SETUP state and sends a
connect LM-PDU to its intended peer. If station controlwas unable to associate the
LSAP<onnectionendpointwith an IrLAP connection it returns a ^Disconnect
indication (reason= norrLAPConnection). The LCCKM transitions back to the
DISCONNECT state and issues anLM_Disconnect indicationback to the service user.
When the connection confirmLM-PDU is received the FSM issues anLM_Connect
confirm to the service user and transitions to theDTR state.Now the user data canbe
exchanged over the LSAP-connection through the use ofLM_Data andLM_UData
services. If a connectLM-PDU arriveswhile the FSM is in the SETUP state a race
condition occurs and the FSM transitions back to the DISCONNECTED state and issues
anLM_Disconnect indication (reason= connectionRace) to the service user. Likewise an
LS_Disconnect indicationor the arrival of anDisconnect LM-PDU also cause the failure
of the LSAP<onnection
Passive establishment of anLSAP-connection occurswhen a connectLM-PDU arrives at
anFSM in theDISCONNECT state. It first issues anLS_Connect request to bind the
LSAP-connection endpoint to the supporting IrLAP connection and transitions to the
CONNECT-PEND state. Upon receipt of anLS_Connect confirm, the incomingLSAP
connection is signaled to the service user by anLM-MUX client. If the user returns an
LM_Disconnect request then the FSM returns aDisconnectLM-PDU to its peer (reason
=
userRequest) and issues anLM_Disconnect request to disconnect itself from the IrLAP
connection and transitions to theDISCONNECTED state. If the user accepts the
incomingLSAP connectionby issuing anLM_Connect response a connect confirm
LM-
PDU is sent to the peer FSM and the local FSM transitions to the DTR state. Once again
user datamay nowbe exchanged using the LSAP connection through the use ofLM-Data
andLM_UData services.
The LM_Idle service is implementedby transitions betweendata transmit ready (DTR)
andDTR-DDLE state. LMJdle servicesmay only be invoked in the DTR, DTR-D3LE
andDTR-LOCKED states.When the station establishes exclusivemode operationon
behalf of another LSAP-connection the FSM transitions to theDTR-LOCKED state.
From this state theLSAP-connectionmaybe disconnectedwith a resulting transition to


















Figure 19. LSAP connection control transition diagram
7.4. Information access service
The information access service (IAS) is a direct client ofLM-MUX and operates in a
"client-server"
manner. Applications components thatwish tomake themselves accessible
to peer components in other service
"describe"
themselves by creating an object whose
attributes carry the essentialparameters required to establish a connectionbetween the
two peers.An application component seeking a peer application component inspects the
objectswithin the remote LM-IAS informationbase.A^uming a suitable object exists, the
connectionparameters are retrieved and themechanism,which is accessible at the top of
the IJVI-MUX isused to enumerate the available devices. The resulting list of devicesmay
be sorted on thebasis of thehints information supplied in discovery responses.
The IASmaintains information about the servicesprovidedby the IrDA device and also
provides operations for remotely accessing the informationbase on another device. This
information is stored ina different objects in the informationbase thus providing a simple
anduniformway for services to advertise their presence and any informationneeded to
access them. The information defines the external conceptual view of the informationheld













Figure 20. Internal architecture of the information access service (IAS)
The information access protocol (IAP) is themeansbywhich two IAS entities
communicate. It is a command / response protocol where each operationhas results,
indicating success or failure. The protocol uses the reliable data transfer of the IrLAP.
There is one instance of server IAP finite statemachine for each device that can be
contacted and one instance per contactable device of the client IAP finite state machine if
this deviceprovides the queryprimitives.
7.4.1. Information model
Each service, including all other clients of the multiplexer,may provide information for an
object in the information database.
Each object in the informationdatabase has:
a class name for the object
an identifierwhichuniquely identifies the objectwithin the device
a variable number of attributes
Theremaybe several objects of the same class. Each attribute consists of a name that
identifies the storage slotwithin its objects and a typed value. Compound types are not
supported The following example shows a possible configurationwith three objects, the
"IrDevice"































Table 3. Example of information base
A service designer defines the attributes that objects of the service class should provide. It
is the responsibility of the informationprovider to ensure that any required attributes are
provided
7.4.2. Service primitives
The IAPprovides operations to:
identify all the objects currently in the information base
access attributeswith an object
query all the attribute names of a given object
provide a list of attribute values for an attribute in a particular class if there ismore
than one object of that service class. This is also referred to as the fast access
mechanism.
The IAS only provides "read
only"
access to the attributes and does not allow
"write"
access to change the attribute values.
7.5. Working of the information access protocol
IAP, like any other clientprotocol running over ISAP-connections,maintains its own
flow control The acknowledgment frames are used as a low level flow control
mechanism. IAP ensures thatonly one unacknowledged frame is outstanding at any one
time for each connection
There are two finite statemachines per IrLAP link; one for initiating calls, one for
processing calls. The twomachines are
independent of each otherbut one connection
between the sever machine onone device and the clientmachine on the other side is




Both the client and the server have their individual FSM's. The discussionof those FSM's
is out of scope of this paper1.
1
For complete details of the IAP and the explanation of tine FSM of the client and the server engine
please refer to Infrared DataAssociation LinkManagement Protocol Version 1.0
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8. IrDA transport protocols (IrTP & Tiny TP)
8.1. Infrared Transport Protocol (IrTP)[13]
IrDA transportprotocol [13] provides anoptional (not required for IrDA compliance)
solutionby recommending a generic flow-controlmethod IrTP specifieshow the ISO
8073Class 2Transport Protocol is used in an IrDA environment, providingmultiple
independent flow controlled information streams between IrTP clients. Thus IrTP
multiplexes multiple transport connections over one ormore connections.
8.1.1. Problems without having IrTP
The relevance of IrTP is particularly relevant inmulti-threaded environmentswhere
multiple applicationsmaywish to share the IrLAP connectionbetween the samepair of
devices. Same is truewhen there are multiple logical streams between a single pair of
application components. Typical example are separate streams for file sharing print
redirection andCOMMport redirection for a virtual docking application; separate control
and data streamsbetween aworkstationand amodem via an IR connection
A simple solution couldbe to provide amultiplexing field as the first fieldwithin IrLAP I
frames. The received packets could thenbe streamed to the right clientbased on the first
field in the I frame.However this solutionmaynotwork if the intended recipient
application is busy servicing a higher priority task andmaynotbe reading the incoming
stream. The IR subsystem couldbuffer the incoming data until the application is ready to
receive thembut itwill soon run out ofbuffer space. Then the two possible options are:
Throw the packet awaybut this is unacceptable because itwill make the IrLAP
unreliable.
Flow control the data link but if one link is busy it canblock other data streamsusing
the same data link. Thiswill lead to deadlockproblems.
The solution to this problem is to ensure that each stream has its own flow control that
maybe independently appliedwhen the buffer space allocated to that stream runs out of
space. This ensures that data is queued at the sender before the underlying data link runs
out of receive buffers. Indeedbuffering in the data link layermaybe reduced since there
should alwaysbe application streambuffers available for inbound I frames. If application
stream buffers are not available then the application-to-application flow control
mechanism is defective.
8.1.2. Purpose of IrTP
Thus the purpose of the IrTP is to provide
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application-to-application flow controlon a per transport connectionbasis and in
general itmust allowmultiple transportconnections to operate over a single IrLAP /
IrLMP connection
error control (recovery from lost packets) is handledby the IrLAP and provided data
is not discarded between the data-link and the transport there is no need to duplicate




Tiny TP defines a creditbased flow control scheme and relies onLM-MUX for
multiplexingwhileproviding
independently flow controlled transport connections
Segmentation and reassembly of arbitrary sizedPDU's
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9. IrCOMM and how it changes the current printing model
This section defines IrCOMM [14], the emulationofSerial and parallel ports over the
IrLMP / IrLAPprotocol stack. This protocol is currentlybeing developedby IrDAwith
major contributions fromHewlett-Packard Lexmark, Sharp CorporationNTT, Nokia
andCounterpointSystems Foundry. Themain thrust comes from themanyprinting and
communication applicationswhich presently use theRS-232 cabling to communicatewith
other devices via serial and parallel ports. This created the need tomake the IrDA
protocol stack accessible viaAPI's so thatmost of these
"legacy"
applications,
applications thatknow about serial or / andparallel ports but know nothing about the IrDA
protocols, can run over the IrDA. The IrDA assumes that the new applicationswill not
rely onusing the IrCOMM emulation and rather use the IrDA protocols capabilities
directly.
9.1. Current printing model
The currentprintingmodel consists of several steps fromwhen the user invokes theprint
command on the computer to the time the printedpage actually comes out of the printer.
The following steps [16] are involved inprinting a document (refer to figure 22, the
numbers in the figure correspond to the steps below):
Step 1 : Create the document youwant toprint
Step 2: Save the document in the graphical user interface (GUI) format of the platform
that you are using. InMicrosoftWindows this is in graphics device interface (GDI)
format, on aMacintosh thiswould be inQuickdraw and onSunUnix in theX format
Step 3: Perform the conversionprocess thatmaps theGUI format into the appropriate
printer's language using the selectedprinter driver. Itmay involve any of the following
options:
ConvertGUI format to a PageDescriptionLanguage (PDL) such as
PostScript (PS) or PrinterCommand Language (PCL)
Staywith the sameGUI format andhave theGUI interpreter in the printer
rasterize them (GDI solution)
Rasterize theGUI commands
Step 4: Perform compressionon the data thatwill be transmittedbetween the computer
and the printer. This increases the speed of transmissionbecause of the reduction in the
size of data transmitted This is an optional step and the print driver has the option to




Figure 21. Current printing architecture (Adapted from the "Page Description
Languages: The Ups, The Downs and The
Potentials"
by Ta L.)
Step 5 : This step involves the transmissionof data from the printer driver to the printer
using the cable connecting the computer and the printer.
Step 6: If step 4hasbeenperformed and the data arrives in the compressed format to the
printer then itmustbe decompressedAgain step 6 is optional and depends if step 4has
been applied or not.
Step 7 : If the data is in the rasterized form then skip to step 8 else use the appropriate
printer's interpreter to produce the raster data (pixels).
Step 8 : Send the raster data to themarking engine to produce a printed page.
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9.2. IrCOMM printing model
_________________==--=
IrCOMM defines a protocol that canbe used to emulate serial andparallel ports. Inmost
systems IrCOMM is a part of a port driverwhich includes aport emulation entity that
must support an existing communication applicationprogram interface (API). These
communicationAPI's are different for different operating systems and devices. The
IrCOMMprotocol does not focus onhow the IrCOMM is usedby the port driver to
emulate an existing APIbut instead focuses on a set of services that canbe used by all
port drivers. Port drivers are not required to utilize all the services of IrCOMM In fact it
is the job of the port driver implementor tomap the services of IrCOMM to the particular
system.
The following steps are involved inprinting a documentwhenusing the IrCOMM
protocol emulation of serial or parallel ports over the IrDA protocol stack (refer to figure
23where the numbers in the figure correspond to the steps below):
Step 1 : Create the document youwant to print using the legacy application These legacy
applications utilize conventional serial /parallel port communication interface.
Step 2: Save the document in theGUI format of the platform that you are using. In
MicrosoftWindows this is inGraphics Device format (GDI), on aMacintosh thiswould
be inQuickdraw andonSunUnix in the X format.
Step 3: Perform the conversionprocess thatmaps theGUI format into the appropriate
printer's language using the selectedprinter driver. Itmay involve any of the following
options:
Convert GUI format to a PageDescriptionLanguage (PDL) such as
PostScript or PrinterCommandLanguage (PCL)
Staywith the sameGUI format andhave the GUI interpreter in the printer
rasterize them (GDI solution)
Rasterize theGUI commands
Step 4: The port emulation entitymaps a system specific communication interface (API)
to the IrCOMM services. It is also responsible for device discovery andLMJAS queries.
Theport entity plus IrCOMMmake up a
port driver.
Step 5: This step is performed onthe host computer anduses the IrDA protocol stack to
establish a reliable IR link for half-duplex serial data communication It consists of the
following sub steps:
The IrCOMMprotocol layer provides a transparent data stream channel and
control channel over an frl_MP link or TinyTP link.
The next layer TinyTP provides a data stream channel to IrCOMM alongwith









Figure 22. Infrared based printing model (using IrCOMM)
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The layer belowTinyTP is the IrLMPwhichprovidesmultiplexed
channels on top of an IrLAP connectionknown as the LM-MUX and
locationofpeer application components supportedby LM-IASwhich is a
direct client of LM-MUX (formore details on the operation of the LM-
MUX and LM-IAS refer to section 7.3 and section 7.4 respectively).
The next layer is the IrLAPwhich provides the functions of the data link
layer and controls the flow of data (section 6.0 provides the detail
explanation of the IrLAP).
The lowest layer of the IrDA protocol stack is the Serial IR (SIR) physical
layerwhich provides a half-duplex serial data interconnection (section 5.0
explains the SIRphysical layer).
Step 6: This step involves the transfer of data using the IR link. The transmitter consists of
one ormore light emitting diodes (LED's), usually connected in series and drivenby
squarewaves from an encoder and the receiver consists of a photodiode followedby an
amplifier and decoder. Using the transmitter and receiver the computer and the printer can
transfer data and control information across the IR link.
Step 7: This step is the reciprocal of step 5 and is performed on the printer side.
Step 8: The port emulation entitymaps the IrCOMM services to the system specific
coirununication interface (API). The port emulation entity on the printer side by providing
thismapping hands the data to the rasterizer dependinghow the conversionprocess in the
step 3 hadbeen applied It is also responsible for device discovery andLMIAS queries.
The port entity plus IrCOMMmake up aport driver.
Step 9: If the data had alreadybeen rasterized in step 3 then skip to step 10 else use the
appropriateprinter's interpreter to produce the raster data (pixels).
Step 10: Send the raster data to themarking engine to produce the printedpage.
9.3. Differences between the wired and the IrDA communication model
To fullyunderstand the issues that are related to IrCOMM onehas to understand the
primary differences betweenwired and IrDA communication
IrCOMM emulates onlyRS-232 serialports and the Centronics parallelports
Wid^ communicationmethods can send data streamsmlx)th directions at the same
time because of the availability ofmultiplewires, Butwith infrared there is only one
path the IR connection through air. To carry all the informationcarried onmultiple
wires in case ofwired communicationon a single IR
"wire"
is accomplishedby




IrDA protocols sendpackets oneway at a time. Bidirectionality in IrDA devices is
achievedby taking turnswhich is know as "turning the link around". Thishappens
every 500msecs and canbe changed to suite the particular applications. This latency
makes it impossible to perfectly emulate thewiredCOMM environment and very
timing sensitive operationswill notwork over IrCOMM emulation
IrCOMM is targeted only for the
"legacy"
applications but IrDA protocols have very
differentprocedures andAPI's fromwired comrnirnication Tomake the IrCOMM
communicationprocess transparent to the enduser of the
"legacy"
applications
IrCOMM protocolhas tomap IrDA specific operations into normal COMM
operations. For example if a user is using any graphical package or aword processor
andwant to print via IR driver using the IrDA protocol stack, the application first has
to
"discover"
the printer in the IR space and then check the printer's IAS to find
informationneeded to connect The applicationknows nothing about this andhas to
behandledby the IrCOMM emulation
IrCOMM is a complete comrntinicationpathbetween two applications running on
different deviceswith a communication segmentbetween them The communication
segmentmay consist solely of IR (direct connect) or IR connections to a network (indirect
connect). In the case where the communicationsegment is a network, IR is used for the
pathsbetween the device and a networking connection device like amodem. Thus two
types of devices exist that IrCOMMmustbe capable to communicatewith. These are:
Type 1 devices are those deviceswhich normally act as communication endpoints.
Type 1 devices include computers and printers.
Type 2 devices are those deviceswhich are a part of the communication segment.
Typical example of aType 2 devicewouldbe amodem.
The IrCOMMprotocol does notmake a distinctionbetween these two device types in the
protocolbecause the information transferredbetween two IrCOMM devices is the same
forboth type 1 and type 2 devices. Type 2 device needs some additional irrformation
which is ignoredby the type 1 devices. Figure 21(a) shows the combinationbetween a two



















Figure 23. IrCOMM communication model between (a) Two Type 1 devices (b)
Type 1 and Type 2 device
9.4. IrCOMM emulation services
IrCOMM emulates serial andparallelportswith four different types of services. These
services canbe grouped in two categories, depending onwhether a control channel is




This service only provides a data channel. Only one service falls into this categorywhich is




In this case only the data channel is emulated The term 3-Wire comes from the fact that
only three circuits of the RS-232,which are needed for full duplex communication are
emulated. Themain attributes of the 3-Wire Raw services are:
This service can onlybe used if a single non-IAS exclusive connection is acceptable.
All others connectionsmustbe closed before it canbe established and othersmust
wait until the raw connection is closed before they can connect.
In this case only the data channel is emulated
Itworks forboth the serial or parallel ports.
The 3-Wire servicemerely provides a raw channel for themovement ofdata and no
control channel is available to communicate information about the state of other leads
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and software control settings.A servicewhich employs 3-Wire rawmust be able to do
without the control channel.
9.4.2. Cooked service
The cooked service supports a control channel and employs TinyTP flow control (will be






As in the case of the 3-Wire
"raw"
service the name comes from the comes from the fact





serviceworks for both the serial and
parallel ports.However there are some key differencesbetween the two, which are:
The 3-Wire
"cooked"
service is not limited like the 3-Wire
"raw"




service usesTinyTP flow control so that itmay coexist with other






service supports a control channel for sending control information
like the data channel for sending the data.
This service uses a complex frame format to accommodate the flow control and the




The name 9-Wire comes from the fact that this service emulates 9 circuits of anRS-232
interface. Some of the key distinguishing features of this service are:
This service emulates the serial port only
9-Wire service, like the 3-Wire
"cooked"
service, uses the sameTinyTP flow control
andcontrol channelmechanism.








This service is intended to emulate the function of a standardCentronics interface. The
key ctistinguishing features of this service are:
This service emulates the parallel port only.
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10. Plug and play (PnP) extensions to link management
protocol
Plug andplay is both a designphilosophy and a set ofPC architecture specifications to
make the computer, add-inhardware devices, drivers andunderlying operating systems
work together automaticallywithout user intervention Tomake such a system possible all
the components need to bePnP compatible. The components ofa fully PnP system consist
of the following.
PnPoperating system
PnPBasic InputOutput System (BIOS)
PnPhardware deviceswith drivers
Ifnone of the above three components supportPnP the user needs to set card jumpers and
switchesmanually and load device driversmanually. Ifonly the operating system supports
PnPbut other components do not supportPlug andPlay, user intervention is reducedbut
not eliminated completely. PnP operating system can still provide tools to aid the user in
hardware setup and automatically load and unload device drivers. If all the three
components - operating system BIOS and thehardware devices and drivers supportPnP,
installingnew devices is as easy asplugging them inand turning on the system FTardware
identificationand configuration is completely automated and transparent to the user.
10.1. Plug and Play in IR devices
The IrDA protocol stack enables IR devices to communicatewith each other. But
communication capability alone does not implyPnP. Themain focus ofPnP in IR devices
pertains tohost andperipheral inter-operability. IrLAP communication devices are
standardPnP device consuming physical resources. IRperipherals do need amechanism
for device identification
Ease-of-use and transparency to the user are themain reasonswhy connecting to an IR
peripheral mustbe logically similar to connecting to a physically attachedperipheral.After
the IRperipheralhasbeen discovered and identified the IRperipheral should appear in the
host's view of the underlyinghardware. Similarlywhen the user removes the peripheral, it
shouldbe removed from the host's view. This document only provides the high level view
of issues relating to PnP IR devices and any operating system relatedPnP issues are
beyond the scope of this paper.
For an IR device to be PnP compatible it should suffice the following condition [15]:
10.1.1. Device identification




In the IrLAP discovery process theDevicelnfo field contains a servicehintmaskwhich
has a singlebit field defined thatwhen set, indicates that the responding IrDA compliant
device is PnP compatible. The IrLMP layer controls the content of theDevicelnfo field.
Caremustbe taken to handle the case inwhich a nonPnP compatible device could set the
service hintmask.
10.1.1.2. Device identification
Once the device discovery processhas been completed thehost must determine the
capabilities of the device. The IrLMPprovided information access service (IAS) to allow
devices to exchange infonnation specific about the device capabilities. These specifications
add an IAS object for PnP IR devices. The IAS PnP object contains two attributes that are
needed to identify the discovered IR device. These are:
theDevicelD attributewhich is the key to recognition of devices in the PnP arena




11. IrDA based products in the market
IrDAhas over 100member firmsmost ofwhich are leaders in the computer and
telecommunicationhardware, software and component sector. Companies such asHP,
IBM Sharp, Toshiba, Gateway 2000, Texas Instruments, NEC, DEC andMatsushita
among others have already released notebooks and other peripheralswithbuilt-in IrDA
capabilities.Many additional vendors join thesemajor firms everymonth in announcing
new productswith the IrDA features.Microsoft Corp. announced onNovember 7, 1995
the added support for IrDA connectivity to theMicrosoftWindows 95 operating system,
making it the first operating system to be IrDA compatible.
IrDAhas established a trademark licensing program designed to provide IR link
interoperability acrossbrand namesbased on full compliance to the IrDA standards. The
products thatpass the IrDA compliance requirementsmay use the IrDA "Beaming
IR"
trademark on theproducts or its packing aswell as in advertisement related to that
product
Some of themostpromising products thathave beenannounced in the recentmonths
with IrDA compatibility are listed asbelow:
11.1. Laptops
Laptops featuring IrDA-compliant IRports are available from:
IBM's ThinkPad 755C series
HFsOmrdbook 600 andOmnibook 4000
DEC'smodels of theHiNoteUltra series
Gateway 2000models of theLiberty series
Texas Iratnrmentemodels of theTravelMate service
11.2. Printers and printing solutions
HP announced inMarch 1995 [17] the black andwhite LaserJet 5P whichwas the first
printer to offer support for Infraredwireless communication complyingwith the IrDA
specifications. Equippedwith built-in Infrared (TR) technology, theLaserJet 5P provides
users of IR-compatible computing devices to print files, at data speeds ofup to 115
Kbits / s and a range ofup to 3 feet, without firsthaving to establish a physical connection
between theprinter and the hostmachine.Now it's possible to print documents inmuch
the sameway as one uses the remote
control to control the TV. With streetprice ofunder
$1,000USLaserJet 5Pprovides proof thatwireless computing canbe easy and affordable.
Lexmark International Inc. raised the standards even furtherwhen they announced the
MarkNet IR inAugust 1995. [18] It is a high-speed infrared device that eliminates switch





computer and a desktop PC or printer. TheMarkNet IR is certifiedby the IrDA and can
transmit data at speeds ofup to 1.152Mbps to distance ofmore than 9 feet. The device is
just four and a half inches square and a halfhigh andweighs about a pound. It includes
twohigh-speed bi-directional parallel ports, an external power supply, Lexmark's
MarkVisionnetwork printermanagementutility andRama Technology's popularTranXit
wireless file transfer technology.
11.3. Operating system
Microsoft announced [19] onNovember 7, 1995 that ithad added support for IrDA
connectivity toWindows 95 operating systemmaking it the first operating system to be
IrDA compatible.NowWindows 95 basedPC's that support IrDA connectivity can
communicatewith IrDA compliant peripherals andwith otherPC's runningWindows 95
with IrDA support Support for IrDA connectivity inWindows 95means added
convenience formobile users ofWindows 95 because itmakes communicationbetween
devices easier andmore flexible. IR enables users ofWindows 95 to connect to peripheral
devices or otherWindows 95 basedPC's easily, by justpointing the computer at the
target device or otherWindows 95 based PC's easily, by justpointing the computer at the
target device and transmitting. IR also supportsPlug andHaywhich allowsWindows 95
to recognize IRperipherals and install and configure the necessary drivers automatically.
11.4. Electronic organizers
Handheld computers, personal digital assistants (PDA's) and electronic organizers
compatible equippedwith an IrDA compliant port are already available in themarket. The
one thathas received themost attention is the Sharp Zaurus. The ZaurusKeyboard-
enhancedpersonal digital assistant (K-PDA) is a pocket-sized, personal communication
tool that offers near instantaneous access to information This helps business executives to
exchange information is real timewith the staff at the office. Fax, e-mail and on-line
database access capabilities make SharpZaurus aportable communicationpower-house.
Equippedwith the styluspen writing notes onZaurus screen is as simple as using a note
padWith all these features the Zaurus is compatiblewith the IrDA Thismeans that all
the information thatyouhave onyourZaurus canbe easilybeamed to IrDA compatible
laptops, PC's andprinters and other Zaurus. The touch-screengraphical user interface is
easy to understand. The applications canbe easily
openedby pressing icons on the 320 x
240 dot screenwith the stylus penor your finger.
11.5. Test suits and tools
Inorder to use the IrDAbeaming IR logo,manufacturersmust provide a signed statement
that the IrDA compliant devicehasbeen thoroughly tested. Genoa Technology provides
a powerful set of test cases and test tools that assure interoperabilitywith other devices
when the device is launched in themarket [20] The Genoa SIR tester is a small device
that can quickly determinewhether a computer or a peripheral is able to communicate
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using the IrDA protocol via serial infrared link. The SIR tester canperform a variety of
functions like the:
Pass / failperipheral test
Pass / fail computer test
Send and receive test frames
Test the presence of IR energy
Genoa's strategy is to provide a core set of almost 600 test caseswhich verify the
basic functionality of the IR energy
The pass / fail LED's clearly indicate the test results.
To test the other compliant layers of the IrDA protocol stack besides the physical SIR
layer GenoaTechnology provides a core set of almost 600 test caseswhich verify the
basic functionality of the IrLAP and IrLMP layers. The entire testing procedure is
integrated into Genoa's Test Job Management Systems. Itprovides a friendly user
interface, ability to switchbetween test suites, creatingnew test jobs andmanaging the
entire test reporting process.
11.6. IrDA hardware adapters and protocol software
Many vendors offer readymade solutions that canbeusedby other companies in their
products tomake them IrDA compatiblewithout investing crucial time andmoney to
develop the technology in-house. Some of these solutions cancut the IrDA compatible
hardware and software development timeby asmuch as 90%. Some of the these solutions
are listed as below:
Counterpoint Systems Foundry provides the IrDA protocol stack and the drivers for
the specific IRhardware that your producthas. Counterpoint licenses stacks and
driver software for the full range or IrDA specifications on a variety ofplatforms.
They howeverprovide nohardware (IR adapter)which you have to either develop
yourselforbuy from a thirdparty.
ACTiSYS offers awide variety of IrDA solutions including the IrDA protocol
software, adapter hardware and testing software. [21] They offer two versions
(ACT-
IR220L andACT-IR200L) of their IrDA serial adapter. They also offer IrDA printer
adapterwith built-in IrDA protocol firmware like theACT-IR100Mwhich plugs in the
Centronics port of the printer.
PHASERlR is a serial infrared adapter fromAMPwith speeds ofup to 115.2Kbps
and distances ofup to 1meter. This provides thehardware
solutiononly and thework
developing the IrDA protocol stack is still left for the team developing the product.
IBM also provides a serial infrared adapterwith the speed ofup to 1.152Mbps. These
adapters comewith the TranXit communications software from PUMA Technology




12. Infrared wireless communication and its competition
When the Infrared DataAssociationheld its first meeting onJune 28, 1993 for the
purpose of establishing a ubiquitous, low-cost, point-to-point serial infrared standard the
major competing technologies that existed at that timewere:
Serial Infrared (SIR) fromHewlettPackard
ASK fromSharpCorporation
Magic Beam fromGeneralMagic Incorporation
FSK fromMotorola
Butby the time the first standardwas approvedby the IrDA onJune 30, 1994most of the
abovementioned technologies had already lost their significance. Since all themajor
players includingApple Computers,Motorola, IBM HP, Fujistu, GeneralMagic and
Siemenshad jointlyhelped to define theprotocol having individual proprietary standards
did notmake sense anymore. Previous experience ofAppleComputerswith theirApple
NewtonMessagePadhad given a very clear indication to themarket that incompatible
systems could not be successful in themarketplace. The AppleNewtonMessagePadhad
a built-in infrared fransmitter / receiver.When itwas first releasedcornmunicationwere
possible onlybetweenNewtonunits as theApple infrared communicationprotocol was
not compatiblewith theHP systems. Tandy andCasiohad the same incompatibility
problemswith theirZoomer PDA - two Zoomers could
"talk"
to each other over infrared
butwere not compatible with any other product in themarket [6] IrDA,with its charter
to develop an industry-wide infrared standard for point-to-point cornmunicationwas a
dream come true for the companieswhowere developing infraredproducts.
Now the closest competitor of the IrDA proposed IR standard seems to be the Radio
Frequency (RF) wireless communication Each technologyhas its own set of advantages
and limitations.
12.1. Advantages of the IR communication over RF communication
Themainpoints thatmake the IrDAproposed IR communication advantageous over the
RF communication are:
License-free operation : One of themain advantage overRF is that IR is not licensed
anywhere in theworld and therefore there is no spectrum assignments toworry about.
In the Unites States, this translates to no FCC license, no fees , no auctions, and no
costly equipment testing and certification These factors significantly reduce the length
of time needed for system development and the resultingproduction cycle [4] . These
savings are thenpassed on to the user. Unlike the RF devices there is a genuine
possibility that the same IR device couldbeused anywhere is theworldVendors find




Low cost implementation : The IrDA standardwas designed to utilize low cost
componentswith implementation costs to themanufacturer only several dollars per
device (between US $ 1.50 to US $ 4.50) [23].With expected integrated chips
mcluding IrDA functionality therewill be only the very low cost (less than one US
dollar) of commonoptoelectronic components. IR receiver and transmitter elements
use low cost, easily available components. Simple layouts and lack of shieldingmakes
IR transmitters and receivers cheap to design andmanufacture.No special or
proprietaryhardware is required Also the saving in terms ofno licenses, no fees , no
auctions, andno costly equipment testing and certification reduces the overall cost of
the IR devices significantly over the RF devices.
Better security: IrDA communicationmodel is designed to be easy to use and
supports a conscious connectivity usagemodel. Directionality of the IRbeam provides
additional user comfort ofnot unintentionally
"spilling"
the transmitted data to nearby
devices therebymaking it amore secure link [6]. Therefore unlike theRFwireless
corrtmirnication IRwireless communication canbe confined completely to the four
wallswithno leakage or interference to the adjacent user [23]. IR cannot pass through
thewallsbut bounces off them. SinceRF signals canpropagate through thewalls, data
security is at risk and therefore encryption ismandatory to avoid information leakage
[24].
Higher data rate: The first standard, featuring the SIR and the IrLAP protocols
enable data exchange at 115Kbps. The 115 Kbps speed is sufficient for transferring
small files, butmay notbe satisfactory if a large amount of data and graphics needs to
be transferred [6].Although the subsequent IrDA standardshave defined the SIR
physical layer link protocol to operate at a higher speed of 1.115Mbps, similar to the
one that is used in the IBMThinkPad. The protocol is inherently similar as the one
used for 115Kbps however the data transfer rate are increased by a factor of ten The
potential replacement ofparallel ports andpossiblyEhernet linkswith IR requires even
higher transfers rate leading the IrDA to design a new SIRphysical layer link protocol
with data transfer rate of40Mbps.Although only a fewmanufacturershave released
products designed to support 4.0Mbps data transfer rate, the situation is likely to
change in the next fewmonths [4]. WithRF speed of anywhere between 64Kbps to 1
Mbpsper channel is attainablewhich is less than the speed IR devices can operate[24] .
High noise immunity: IR offers communication free from ionosphere effects and
electrical interference. Its transmission in turn does not create any interferencewith
radio, TV or cellular reception It does not affect the operation of computers or their
peripherals [4]. IrDA-SIR physical layer link can achieve bit error rate ofbetter than 1
in
109
at range ofup to lm,while still providing ahigh level of noise immunitywithin
a typical office environment. Since RF signals canpenetratewalls they can cause
interferencewith the neighboring networks [24].




12.2 Limitations of the IR communication over RF communication
Some of themajor limitations of IR communication over RF communication are:
Too directional : Directed, point-to-point connectivity of the IrDA-SIRphysical layer
linkprovides security to the usersbut at the same time itposes restrictions on the
angular spread of the IRbeam. Thatmeans the user has to align the handset device to
the target to achieve an IR link. Butwith the IrDA-SIR physical layer link requirement
for the transmitters and the receivers to have at least ahalf-angle of + / - 15 degrees
gives users the ability to point and shootwith relative ease [23] . But it still does not
solve inherentproblem ofhaving to aim the handset or portable device towards the
target
Line of sight: IR being a lightmedium, IR communication is limited to a straight, or
line of sightpath and canbe blockedby opaque objects [2] . Itworks on the same
principal like the remote control of the TV orVCRwhich are facedwith similar
limitation Also, IR transmitters and receivers are easily interruptedbymoving objects,
such as people.
Sensitivity issues of the IR photodiodes: One of themainproblemwith the IR
communication is that the IR photodiodes are desensitizedby sunlight, limiting the
sensitivity of the receiver and the effective transmission distance of the links. [4] The
problem becomes really intensewhen the IR system is used outdoors or evennear a
window on a clear daywhere there is a lot of sunlight falling directly on the
photodiode. Besides the sunlight, strong and direct fluorescent and incandescent light
can also desensitize the IR receiver photodiode.
Less range: The SIR physical layer link protocol's link length is from zero to at least
1meter.WithRF products the range ismuchhigher and canbe easily extended using
repeaters. For example theWirelessLANAdvancedproduct from IBMhas a range of
1600 feet (diameter) andwith the optional custom cable kit the antennas canbe
extended another 550 feet from thewireless base.
Safety: RF communicationposes no known safety hazard to the usersbut IR systems
can cause eye damagewith the infrared emitting diodes (IRED). Themaindamage to
the retina isproducedbywavelengthsbetween 0.4 and 1.4 um (which includesboth
visible and near infrared). This zone is commonlyknown as the retinalhazard region
In this regionwhenanobject is viewed directly, the light forms an image in the fovea.
The typical result of a retinal injury is ablind spot, or scotoma,within the irradiated
area [24]. But experiments show that there are no long-term cumulative effects of
near-infrared laser radiationonvisual functionor retinal tissue [25].
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13. Conclusion - The future of IR
Therewill clearly be a future of IRwireless communication as long as there are people on
themove.Wire and cable communicationswillprovide the predominant share of the
communicationbackbonemfrastructure of the twenty-first century.[1]As awire / cable
replacement solution IrDAwill however continue to provide cordless convenience for
mobile computer users. The IrDAportswill replace cables and floppies and give the
mobile computers user cordless conveniencewith point andbeam ease. IRmaymake the
ultimate dream possiblewith a singlewire corTnecting the computer to the outsideworld
-
the power cable.[4]
IrDA promises tobe aworldwide accomplishmentwithmember firms representingover
100 industry leaders. Consumers in the immediate future should expect to see the IrDA
logo at the back of their new laptop computer and shouldbe able to exchange data
between awide variety of electronic devices regardless of themanufacturer of the
product Recent industry shows such as CeBIT 1995 andComdex 1995 sawmany new
products implementing IR connectivity.Many additional vendors joinedmajor firms such
asAST, Compaq, DEC, Gateway 2000, HP, IBM, Matsushita, NEC, Sharp, Texas
Instruments andToshiba in announcingnew laptop computers andperipheralswith IrDA
compatibility. IrDA standardwas recognized at the Fall Comdex 1994 andby the Byte
magazine as a "most significant
technology"
award finalist. [26]
Microsoft recent announcement of its IrDAprotocol driver supportwithinWindows 95
operating systemwas a bigboost to the already growing acceptance of the IrDA protocol
as anew industry standard.[19] IBM andApple Computers are also expected to provide
IrDA support for their operating systems. [27]
IrDA realizes the need for high speeds of data transfer to be successful againstRF
communication in the future. LrDA's commitment to thehigher speed data transfer is
evident from its announcement of the new extension of the IrDA standard publication in
October 1995, which highlights 1Mbps and 4Mbps extensions. Both these high speed
extensions are fullybackward compatible to the 115 Kbps implementation [9]
The IrCOMM protocol that is currently being finalizedby IrDAwill supportPC serial and
parallel communicationport applications. In addition itwill provide a framework to public
telecomnetwork and cellularphone supportwhichwill complement excitingnew IrDA
enabled applications. [27] IrCOMMwould also truly enhance the reliability of equipment
by eUminating the connector and cable uncertainty so crucial
inmedical situations. The
idea gains further credibility considering that existing
medical jTistrumentationhardware
would need littlemodificationwith a system like IrCOMM [4]
Applications in the near futurewill include synchronizing electronic phonebooks and
schedules, exchangingbusiness cards
betweenhandheldPC's, fax or e-mail directly from a
laptop computer throughpublic phone or storing
bank records fromATMmachinesby
making a simple,walk-up
andpoint IR connection Industrial and service data collection
applicationswill expand dramatically utilizingmobile IrDA enabled devices to improve
control, documentation and dockingprocedures in theworkplace. The future also
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promises integrated devices that access thehome's entertainment, security and automation
/ environment systems. [26]
IrDA vendors are alsoworking on thePDA's thatwill soonbe able to download voice,
fax and e-mailmessages as text listings from intelligent voice mail systems. Sending out a
productbrochure or price listwillbe as easy as clicking on an icon This applicationwill
be a great time andmoney saver for business travelers.[7] All these above mentioned
applications are precisely thekind of things that drive the end user adoption
Despite all the promising factors of the IrDA standard it still needs to address the
problems of security, interference, sensitivity of the IRphotodiodes, limited range and the
health and safetyhazards from the infrared emitting diodes (IRED's). Till all these issues
are not resolved I feel that IrDA standardwill nothave a 100% acceptance in themarket
place.Also IrDA has to continuously strive to increase the speed of data transfer to keep
upwith the challenges fromRF communication
The potential of IrDA to come upwith this new industry standard andbecome successful
in a short span of few yearsmakesme feel confident that they can resolve the remaining
issues. The future looks reallybright for IrDA and the future iswIReless.
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14. List of acronyms
All Active input interface
AOI Active output interface
API Applicationprogram interface
AT&T AmericanTelephone andTelegraph
ARDIS Advanced radio data information service
BER Bit error ratio
BIOS Basic input output system
CCIT ComiteConsultatif International deTelegraphique etTelephonique
(International Telegraph andTelephone ConsultativeCommittee)
CDMA Code divisionmultiple access
CDPD Cellular digital packet data
COMM Denotes a serial port
CRC Cyclic redundancy check
DEC DigitalEquipmentCorporation
DTR Data tansmit ready
E-mail Electronic-mail
FCC FederalCommunications Commission
FCS Frame check sequence
FSM Finite statemachine
FTP File transfer protocol
GDI Graphics device interface
GUI Graphical user interface
HDLC High level data link control
HP Hewlett-Packard
































IrLAP service access point
Infrared
The emulationof serial andparallel ports
Infrared data association
Infrared emitting diodes






















PCL Printer command language
PDA Personal digital assistant




SIP Serial infrared interactionpulse
SIR Serial infrared
SMR Specializedmobile radio
SST Spread spectrum technique
Tf Fall time
Tiny TP Tiny transportprotocol
Tr Rise time
TV Television
UART Universal asynchronous receive / transmit
|isec Microseconds
UV Ultraviolet
VCR Video cassette recorder
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